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Introduction
Aim: study the neural basis of lexical processing of
continuous speech

• Generalize and extend results gained from con‐
trolled studies to a more natural setting

• Develop framework to assess speech processing
at multiple levels simultaneously

• Study influence of factors that affect speech
comprehension in realistic contexts

Background: known brain responses to continuous
speech

• Acoustic features (Ding & Simon, 2012)
• Phoneme identity (Di Liberto et al., 2015)
• Semantic processing (Broderick et al., 2018)

Gap: lexical processing – transformation from rep‐
resentations based on acoustic features to lexical
representations

Approach: natural listening to audiobook segments

1. Clean speech

• Assess predictor variables that index lexical pro‐
cessing

• Identify variables that significantly modulate brain
responses

2. “Cocktail party” – two speakers mixed at equal
loudness, listeners attend to one while ignoring the
other

• Is unattended speech processed lexically?
• Does lexical processing change in the context of a
second (distractor) speaker?

Results
Responses to clean speech reflect lexical processing

Responses to two concurrent speakers: lexical processing is attention-dependent

Methods
Acoustic predictor variables:

• Acoustic envelope: Auditory spectrogram based
on model of the auditory periphery (Yang et al.,
1992) averaged in 8 frequency bands

• Acoustic onsets: derivative of acoustic envelope,
with negative values set to 0

Cohort-based predictor variables: Assume form-
based lexicon (word frequencies from SUBTLEX;
Brysbaert et al., 2009) and ideal listener; in‐
stantiation of the cohort at the first phoneme of
each word and update at each subsequent pho‐
neme

• Cohort size: Log of the number of words in the
cohort after considering this phoneme

• Cohort reduction: Log of the number of words
removed from the cohort by this phoneme

• Phoneme surprisal: inverse of the conditional
probability of this phoneme; associated with pre‐
dictive coding

• Cohort entropy: entropy of the cohort; asso‐
ciated with lexical competition

• First phoneme of each word modeled separately

Model and predictor variables

Modeling response functions
• 157 axial gradiometer whole head MEG (KIT, Kanazawa, Japan)
• 26 adults, one-minute-long audiobook segments (8 solo, 16 mix)
• Distributed minimum norm source estimates
• Each source element modeled as a sum of linear responses to different predictor

variables with coordinate descent (cf. Brodbeck et al., 2018; David et al., 2007)
Statistical analysis:
• Significance of each predictor variable assessed by comparing its predictive power

against models in which the variable was shuffled
• Acoustic variables and phoneme onset were temporally misaligned
• Word onsets were randomly reassigned to different phonemes
• For cohort-based predictors, temporal locations were kept but values were

shuffled
• Localization tests with threshold-free cluster enhancement (Smith & Nichols, 2009)

and null distribution based on 10.000 permutations
• Variable selection in clean speech: step-wise removal of non-significant variable

with largest p-value until only significant variables remained

Discussion
• Brain responses to acoustic and lexical features
of continuous speech can be separated

• Evidence for rapid transformation from acoustic to
lexical representations

▪ Phoneme surprisal ~114 ms
▪ Lexical cohort entropy ~125 ms

• Low latencies could be partly due to

▪ Coarticulation: the acoustic signal often con‐
tains information about upcoming phonemes
before proper phoneme onset (not modeled
here)

▪ Prediction: context in natural speech allows pre‐
dicting and anticipate upcoming words

• Two speaker mix condition

▪ Only attended speech is lexically processed
▪ Lexical processing of attended speech is
slowed down by ~15 ms

• Future potential

▪ Modelling different levels of speech processing
simultaneously

▪ The present study used audiobook segments,
but more controlled stimuli could be generated
to study specific questions

▪ Method might improve modeling of electrophys‐
iological responses to more controlled stimuli as
well (e.g. account for acoustic differences)
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MEG responses track lexical processing of
continuous narrative speech
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Process localization
The region in which each predictor variable had
significant predictive power (analysis restricted to
the temporal lobes).

Predictive power quantified as model fit difference when
including the true predictor or a shuffled version; hemi‐
spheric lateralization indicated when significant.

Each line represents one neural current source element.
Current direction is shown relative to the cortical surface,
leading to alternating direction due to cortical folding.

Response time course
Estimated neural response to a unit change in the
predictor variable.

Responses track acoustic features

• Significant responses to acoustic envelope and
acoustic onsets

• Response to acoustic onsets localized posterior
to response to envelope, suggesting different
underlying neural populations (cf. Hamilton et al.,
2018)

Responses track lexical segmentation

• Significant response of word onset
• ~103 ms peak latency suggests immediate
awareness of lexical boundaries

Responses track lexical activation

• Significant effects of cohort-based phoneme
surprisal and lexical entropy

• Surprisal (~114 ms) precedes entropy (~125 ms)
• Effect of phoneme surprisal might reflect pre‐
dictive coding based on lexical statistics

• Effect of entropy might reflect lexical competition

Responses to the two-speaker condition were
assessed by grouping variables reflecting acoustic
and lexical processing levels

Responses track acoustic features of both
speakers

• Responses to acoustic envelope track mix of the
two speakers (i.e., the sound as presented to the
listeners)

• ~68 ms response to acoustic onsets
predominantly tracks mix

• ~131 ms response to acoustic onsets
predominantly tracks attended speaker, indicating
selective processing of acoustic features in at‐
tended stream (cf. Ding & Simon, 2012)

Responses track lexical features of attended
speech only

• Significant effect of lexical processing model for
attended speech

• Lexical model of unattended speech does not
improve model fit (the attended lexical model is
significantly more predictive than the unattended
lexical model)

• Lexical responses delayed relative to single
speaker

▪ Word onset: 118 vs 103 ms
▪ Entropy: 140 vs 125 ms
▪ Response to surprisal not significant
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Summary of results
• MEG responses to continuous
speech can be decomposed into
responses to acoustic features
and responses associated with
lexical processing (A)

• Lexical processing of phonemes
occurs in the superior temporal
lobe within ~100-150 ms of pho‐
neme onset (B, C)

• In the two-talker condition,
acoustic responses reflect both
talkers; lexical processing vari‐
ables reflect attended speech
only (D)
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